HCCC and Maha Kumbhabhishekam 2022 Apex Committee Presents

Balalayam for Dhwajasthambam,
Rajagopuram and Shrine Vimanams
Sunday December 12th to Monday 13th, 2021
December 12th 2.00 PM - 8.00 PM, December 13th 9.00 AM - 1.00 PM

Introduction:
The management of the Shiva-Vishnu Temple is pleased to invite you to the Balalayam function to be carried out on
December 12th and 13th as part of the preparations for the upcoming Maha Kumbhabhishekam (MKA) event. This flyer
provides a brief description of what a Balalayam is and why it needs to be set up and gives additional details on the event
itself.
What is a Balalayam:
In Hindu Temples, the divine energy is mainly contained in the Moola Moorthys (main idols), the Vimanams. Gopurams
and the Dwajasthambhas. (Vimanam refers to the gopuram-like enclosure for each shrine. Dwajasthambhas refer to the
flag posts in front of the Temple).
During normal times, only priests are allowed to touch these divine objects. Since we plan to carry out maintenance on
these objects as part of our Maha Kumbhabhishekam (MKA) activities, we need to provide access to the maintenance
workers to touch these objects. To provide this access, the priests carry out an elaborate ritual to transfer the divine
energy from the idols to Kalashas containing holy water. The transfer of energy is called Kalapakarshanam. Once the
energy is transferred, the worship will be performed for the Kalashas in a Balalayam (Small Temple) instead of the idols.
When the divine energy has been transferred from all the divine objects to individual Kalashas, all the Temple rituals will
be carried out only in the Balalayam.
For a normal MKA, the Balalayam is set up for a period of just a few days. However, in our case, the divine energy stays
transferred for many months until the MKA is completed in July 2022. For this extended Balalayam, the divine energy is
transferred once more from the Kalashas to the hand-drawn portraits of the divine objects on wooden pieces. These
portraits, called Chitrapatas, will be placed in the Balalayam and worshipped until the Maha Kumbhabhishekam rituals
are completed and the energy is transferred back to the divine objects.

Upcoming Balalayam Event:
After initiating the MKA program with a Ganapathi Homam and Vishvaksena puja in April 2021, we set up the Balalayam
for the Shiva and Vishnu Vimanams on October 24th and 25th, permitting maintenance workers to clean the bricks in the
Vimanams. On December 12th and 13th , we will be setting up the Balalayam for all the remaining Vimanams of the
shrines in within the Temple and the Rajagopuram.
We will also set up the Balalayam for the Shiva and Vishnu Dwajasthambhas and the Garuda and the Nandi shrines all of
which are located in front of the Temple.
This Balalayam ritual will take place over two days, December 12th and 13th. On the first day, Sunday the 12th, the
priests will first perform the Bhumi Puja, Ankurarpana and Chitrapata Vasthu Homam. Then they will climb to the top of
the Vimanams (and the Dwajasthambhas) with a Kalasha full of water and transfer the Vimanams’ and Dwajasthambhas’
divine energy to the Kalashas – this step is called Vimana Kalapakarshanam. Subsequently, the priests will perform
Vimana Kumbhasthapana and conclude the ritual with Vimana Angahomam followed by Naivedyam, Sattumurai/Harathi
and Mantrapushpam. On the second day, Monday, after the Ganapathi and Vishvaksena Puja and Punyahavachanam,
the priests will perform Vimana Anga Homam. They will then transfer the divine energy from the Kalashas to the Portraits
by performing Chitrapata Vimana Samprokshana (Chitrapata refers to the Portrait of the various Vimanams and
Dwajasthambhas drawn by Stapathi Selvanathan). The puja will conclude with the usual Aradhana, Naivedyam,
Mantrapushpam, Sattumurai/Harathi and Asheervachanam.

Event Schedule
December 12th, 2021 - Afternoon
2:00 PM

Anugna

2:15 PM

Ganapathi Puja, Vishvaksena Puja

2:30 PM

Punyahavachanam

2:45 PM

Bhumipuja

2:45 PM

Ankurarpana

3:00 PM

Chitrapata Vasthu Homam

3:15 PM

Vimana Kalapakarshanam (All Vimanams, Dwajasthambam and Rajagopuram)

6:00 PM

Vimana Kumbhasthapana

6:00 PM

Agni Prathishta, Vimana Anga Homam

6:45 PM

Naivedyam, Harathi, Mantrapushpam, Sattumurai
December 13th, 2021 - Morning

9:30 AM

Ganapathi puja, Vishvaksena puja

9:45 AM

Punyahavachanam

10:00 AM

Kalaa Homam, Vimanaga Homam

11:30 AM

Maha Purnahuthi

12:00 PM

Chitrapata Vimana Samprokshana

12:30 PM

Aradhana, Naivedyam, Harathi, Mantrapushpam, Sattumurai

1:00 PM

Asheervachanam

For further event details and sponsorships, please contact event coordinator:
HCCC Religious Chair or temple office 925-449-6255

